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Abstract

The goal of this paper is to enhance our under-001
standing of how Transformer language models002
process semantic knowledge, especially regard-003
ing the plausibility of noun-verb relations. First,004
I demonstrate GPT2 exhibits a higher degree of005
similarity with humans in plausibility process-006
ing compared to other Transformer language007
models. Next, I delve into how knowledge of008
plausibility is contained within attention heads009
of GPT2 and how these heads causally con-010
tribute to GPT2’s plausibility processing ability.011
Through several experiments, it was found that:012
i) GPT2 has a number of attention heads that de-013
tect plausible relationships between nouns and014
verbs; ii) these heads collectively contribute015
to the Transformer’s ability to process plausi-016
bility, albeit to varying degrees; and iii) atten-017
tion heads’ individual performance in detect-018
ing plausible noun does not necessarily build019
a causal relation with GPT2’s plausibility pro-020
cessing ability.021

1 Introduction022

Transformers are attention-based neural network023

models (Vaswani et al., 2017), and they have024

brought breakthroughs in the field of Natural Lan-025

guage Processing achieving state-of-the-art perfor-026

mance in diverse downstream tasks such as ma-027

chine translation, sentiment analysis, and text sum-028

marization, to name a few. Such great perfor-029

mance is thought to be attributed to Transformers’030

ability to build dependencies even between long-031

distant words which attention heads are developed032

for (Merkx and Frank, 2020). To be specific, un-033

like previous neural network language models (e.g.,034

Simple Neural Networks or Recurrent Neural Net-035

works) that have issues retaining linguistic infor-036

mation coming from distant tokens, attention heads037

in Transformers enable to represent the meaning038

of tokens by integrating their contextual informa-039

tion without losing information from distant tokens040

(Bahdanau et al., 2014).041

Provided that Transformer language models con- 042

sist of multiple attention heads that serve different 043

roles, previous studies examined functions that in- 044

dividual attention heads serve and how language 045

processing work is divided inside Transformers 046

(Clark et al., 2019; Voita et al., 2019; Vig, 2019; 047

Jo and Myaeng, 2020). However, previous stud- 048

ies mostly focused on finding attention heads that 049

process linguistic knowledge intrinsic to language 050

systems such as morphosyntactic rules, and little 051

attention has been paid to semantic knowledge, 052

which requires much of world knowledge going 053

beyond rules in language systems. 054

Consequently, we only have limited knowledge 055

of how attention heads contribute to Transform- 056

ers’ general ability to process semantic knowledge. 057

A number of studies (Bhatia et al., 2019; Bhatia 058

and Richie, 2022; Ettinger, 2020; Han et al., 2022; 059

Misra et al., 2020, 2021; Pedinotti et al., 2021; 060

Peng et al., 2022; Ralethe and Buys, 2022) exam- 061

ined how Transformers process semantic knowl- 062

edge in comparison with humans, but their focus 063

was mostly on the models’ performance from the 064

final hidden state without answering where the spe- 065

cific type of knowledge is preserved or processed 066

in Transformer models. A few studies started inves- 067

tigating how world knowledge is stored in Trans- 068

formers (e.g., Meng et al. (2022) examined how 069

GPT stores factual associations). However, the 070

previous findings are yet generalizable to all types 071

of semantic knowledge, and thus more studies are 072

needed to understand how Transformers process 073

other types of semantic knowledge. In this regard, 074

the present study aims to advance our knowledge of 075

Transformer language models’ semantic processing 076

by closely investigating the models’ ability to pro- 077

cess the plausibility of the relation between nouns 078

and verbs. 079

As shown in sentences in (1) from Cunnings 080

and Sturt (2018), the semantic plausibility of the 081

relationship between nouns and verbs can be de- 082
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termined by the degree to which semantic features083

of nouns and verbs match. For instance, in (1a),084

the syntactic dependent (plate) of the verb (shat-085

tered) has a feature [+shatterable], which builds a086

plausible relation with the verb (shattered). In (1b),087

however, the syntactic dependent letter does not088

have a feature [+shatterable], and thus it is semanti-089

cally implausible dependent of the verb (shattered).090

(1) a. Sue remembered the plate that the but-091

ler shattered ...092

b. Sue remembered the letter that acci-093

dentally shattered ...094

In order to examine how such knowledge is pre-095

served and processed inside Transformer-based lan-096

guage models, this paper answers the following097

questions: (i) How similar are Transformer’s plau-098

sibility processing patterns to humans’?; (ii) How099

sensitive is each of the attention heads in Trans-100

formers to plausibility relation?; and (iii) How do101

these heads make causal effects on Transformers’102

ability to process semantic plausibility?103

After comparing patterns in plausibility process-104

ing between a group of Transformer-based lan-105

guage models and humans, it was found that GPT2106

tends to process the plausibility between nouns107

and verbs in a way that is more similar to humans108

than other language model types. Several follow-109

up experiments that especially focus on GPT2 an-110

swered the last two questions. Specifically, it was111

uncovered that GPT2 has a set of attention heads112

that detect semantic plausibility, which are rela-113

tively diffusely distributed from the bottom layers114

to the top layers and that they exert causal effects115

on Transformers’ semantic plausibility processing116

ability. GPT2’s plausibility processing ability al-117

most disappeared when the plausibility-processing118

attention heads are pruned, but the effects of remov-119

ing a plausibility-processing attention head was not120

balanced nor proportional to the attention heads’121

performance in detecting plausible nouns. Rather,122

it was found that a single attention head accounts123

for most of plausibility processing ability of GPT2.124

2 Background125

What roles do attention heads serve? There126

have been a lot of studies that attempted to ex-127

plain the language processing mechanism in Trans-128

formers with analyzing functions distinct attention129

heads serve (Voita et al., 2019; Vig, 2019; Clark130

et al., 2019; Jo and Myaeng, 2020). Specifically,131

Voita et al. (2019) found attention heads specialized 132

for a position, syntactic relation, rare words detec- 133

tion; Vig (2019) found attention heads specialized 134

in part-of-speech and syntactic dependency; Clark 135

et al. (2019) found attention heads specialized in 136

coreference resolution; and Jo and Myaeng (2020) 137

examined how linguistic properties at the sentence 138

level (e.g., length of sentence, depth of syntactic 139

trees and etc.) are processed in attention heads. 140

Despite numerous attempts in examining the 141

roles of attention heads, the focus has been mostly 142

on linguistic knowledge intrinsic to language sys- 143

tems which does not require much world knowl- 144

edge that is indispensable for semantic processing. 145

Thus, it needs to be closely examined how Trans- 146

formers preserve and process such knowledge that 147

facilitates sentence processing. 148

How do we learn attention heads are specialized 149

for certain linguistic knowledge? In previous 150

studies, attention heads are considered to be able 151

to process a certain type of linguistic knowledge 152

if attention distribution patterns in the attention 153

heads are consistent with the linguistic knowledge 154

(Voita et al., 2019; Vig and Belinkov, 2019; Ryu 155

and Lewis, 2021). However, such regional analysis 156

does not explain how much contribution attention 157

heads make to Transformers’ ability to process lin- 158

guistic knowledge because such information from 159

the attention heads may fade away or be lumped 160

along with the information flows - from bottom 161

layers to top layers - eventually making little con- 162

tribution to Transformers’ ability to process the lin- 163

guistic knowledge. Thus, to rigorously confirm the 164

role of attention heads in processing a certain type 165

of knowledge, it is crucial to analyze the causal 166

effects that they make on Transformer’s ability to 167

process linguistic information (Belinkov and Glass, 168

2019; Meng et al., 2022; Vig et al., 2020). 169

In this sense, this paper will not only examine 170

which attention heads can form attention distribu- 171

tions that are consistent with semantic plausibility 172

knowledge, but also examine how much influence 173

the attention heads can exert on Transformers’ gen- 174

eral ability to process plausibility. 175

3 Comparison between humans and 176

Transformer language models in 177

plausibility processing patterns 178

This section examines how a set of Transformer 179

language models process plausibility of noun-verb 180

relations in comparison with human data. 181
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3.1 Data182

In Cunnings and Sturt (2018), it was investigated183

how the degree of noun-verb plausibility affects the184

way humans process sentences. There are 32 sets185

of sentences with varying not only the plausibility186

of dependent-verb relations but also the plausibility187

distractor-verb relations1.188

(2)189

a. plausible - plausible190

... that the plate that the butler with the cup191

accidentally shattered ...192

b. plausible - implausible193

... that the plate that the butler with the tie194

accidentally shattered ...195

c. implausible - plausible196

... that the letter that the butler with the cup197

accidentally shattered ...198

d. implausible - implausible199

... that the letter that the butler with the tie200

accidentally shattered ...201

3.2 Method202

Cunnings and Sturt (2018) measured the degree of203

difficulty that people have when processing a cer-204

tain noun-verb pair with reading times that are mea-205

sured at verb2 (shattered in (2)). To compare hu-206

mans’ responses with Transformer language mod-207

els, I compute surprisals (Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008),208

also measured at verbs, as a metric that represents209

processing difficulty of the model, given a large set210

of evidence manifesting that surprisals computed211

from neural network language models can simulate212

human sentence processing patterns (Futrell et al.,213

2019; Michaelov and Bergen, 2020; Van Schijndel214

and Linzen, 2021; Wilcox et al., 2020).215

Surprisal is a term that estimates the degree of216

the unexpectedness of tokens given their preceding217

context, which is computed by taking the nega-218

tive log probability of a token conditioned on its219

preceding words (See Equation (A)). In neural net-220

work language models, the surprisal of a word is221

computed using the softmax-activated hidden state222

before consuming the word (Wilcox et al., 2018).223

Surprisal(w) = −log2P (w|h) (A)224

1In experiments with language models, I removed sets of
sentences whose tokens of interest are not recognized as a
single token by the tokenizer.

2The original paper also talks about the spillover region
following the verbs of interest, but this study focuses on the
reading times (total viewing times) measured at the verb.

where h is the softmax-activated hidden state of the 225

sentence before encountering the current word. 226

Both reading times and surprisals measured at 227

verbs are expected to be greater in sentences with 228

implausible nouns than in ones with plausible 229

nouns since it is less likely to anticipate a certain 230

verb after encountering a noun in an implausible 231

relationship with the verb. 232

A set of Transformer language models to 233

be tested includes ALBERT (Lan et al., 2019), 234

RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), BERT (Kenton and 235

Toutanova, 2019), and GPT2 (Radford et al., 2019). 236

The versions of models that are tested have 144 237

attention heads, which are spread across 12 layers 238

with 12 attention heads each. Models are accessed 239

through Huggingface (Wolf et al., 2019). 240

3.3 Results 241

As shown in Figure 1, GPT2 exhibits the highest 242

level of similarity to humans in processing the plau- 243

sibility of noun-verb pairs, in comparison to other 244

Transformer-based language models. 245

In addition, further statistical analysis using re- 246

gression models supports GPT2’s similarity with 247

humans in plausibility processing. First, signifi- 248

cantly lower processing difficulties are observed 249

when syntactic dependents are in a plausible rela- 250

tionship with the verb than when they are in an 251

implausible relation for both human (estimate = .11 252

, SE = .01, t = 9.26, p < .001) and GPT2 (estimate 253

= 4.81 , SE = .84, t = 4.86, p <.001). 254

Also, GPT2 showed marginally significant plau- 255

sibility effects even with distractors that do not 256

form a dependency relation with the verb (estimate 257

= 1.57, SE = .84, t = 1.87, p = .06) (i.e., process- 258

ing difficulties are greater in (b) and (d) than in (a) 259

and (c)), similar to the human data where signifi- 260

cant plausibility effects from distractors are found 261

(estimate = .04, SE = .13, t = 2.85, p < .05)3. 262

Being inconsistent with the human reading time 263

data that show the interaction effects of dependent- 264

plausibility and distractor-plausibility (estimate = 265

.02, SE = .01, t = 2.29, p < .05), GPT2 data do 266

not show significant interaction effects (estimate 267

= .89, SE = 1.19, t = .75, p = .46). This absence 268

of evidence for interaction effects in GPT2 may be 269

3Plausibility effects observed for distractors in GPT2 and
humans are due to the illusion of plausibility (Cunnings and
Sturt, 2018): even distractors that cannot build syntactic de-
pendency with cues (verbs) can be illusorily considered as the
syntactic dependents, causing moderate plausibility effects
while sentence processing.
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Figure 1: Surprisals computed from Transformer language models and reaction times from human subjects for
processing different types of noun-verb pairs. Human reading times are from Cunnings and Sturt (2018). Shapes at
the center and intervals for each condition represent means and standard errors.

due to the difference in sample sizes, which can im-270

pact the level of statistical significance. It would be271

possible to observe the interaction effects with the272

increased data size especially given a trend of inter-273

action in GPT2: the surprisal difference between274

(a) and (b) is smaller than the surprisal difference275

between (c) and (d), consistent with human data.276

For the statistical results from other Transformer-277

based language models, see Appendix A278

3.4 Discussion279

Compared to other language models, GPT2 is280

found to process plausibility between nouns and281

verbs in a similar way as humans do. While more282

rigorous study is required to explain the origin of283

GPT2’s supeiror performance in simulating human284

plausibility processing patterns, I assume that the285

GPT2’s similarity to humans arises from the psy-286

chological plausibility of its decoder-only archi-287

tecture. In particular, it processes sentences incre-288

mentally much like the way humans process sen-289

tences (i.e., it constructs the meaning of a certain290

word only given its prefix, without any influence291

from the ‘unseen’ next coming words), unlike other292

types of language models that are tested exploit293

bidirectional processing (i.e., it process each word294

of sentences not incrementally, but integrating both295

preceding and following words.)296

Given that GPT2 shows the most similar patterns297

as humans in processing plausibility of noun-verb298

relations, the following sections will examine the299

role that attention heads in plausibility processing,300

focusing on the GPT2 model.301

4 Plausibility processing attention heads302

in GPT2303

This section will examine whether GPT2 has a304

specific set of attention heads that can sensitively305

detect plausiblity of noun-verb relations, irrespec- 306

tive of syntactic dependency relation. Experimental 307

stimuli were the same as previous experiment. 308

4.1 Method 309

In GPT2’s attention heads, each token allocates 310

different amounts of attention to previous tokens 311

depending on the relevance of the two tokens4. 312

With such a property of Transformers, the ca- 313

pacity of attention heads in detecting plausibility is 314

measured in terms of accuracy that indicates how 315

likely the plausible noun is to get higher attention 316

than the implausible noun in a certain attention 317

head (See Equation (B)). 318

Accuracylh =∑k
j=1[Attn(plj , vj) > Attn(implj , vj)]

k

(B) 319

, where lh refers to the location of attention heads 320

(h for the hth head in the lth layer), j refers to the 321

sentence id, plj and implj refer to the plausible 322

and implausible nouns to be compared in the jth 323

sentence set, vj refers to the verb in the jth sentence, 324

and k is the number of sentence sets. 325

In order to ensure that the heads do not partic- 326

ularly work for tokens that form syntactic depen- 327

dency but work for semantically related tokens, I 328

measured the accuracy not only using pairs of syn- 329

tactic dependents (plate vs. letter in (2)), but using 330

pairs of distractors (cup vs. tie in (2)). Considering 331

both of noun types enabled to find attention heads 332

that can judge the plausibility between nouns and 333

verbs regardless of syntactic compatibility between 334

them. Thus, there are four comparisons between 335

4The relevance can be defined in terms of functions that
attention heads serve. For instance, if an attention head is
specialized for detecting subject-verb dependency relation,
the amount of attention can reflect how likely two tokens are
in the subject-verb relationship (Voita et al., 2019)
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plausible and implausible conditions for each set336

of sentences: (pl-pl vs. pl-impl), (impl-pl vs. impl-337

impl), (pl-pl vs. impl-pl), (pl-impl vs. impl-impl),338

where the first and the second corresponds to syn-339

tactic dependents and distractors, respectively.340

4.2 Results341

I consider attention heads are able to process plau-342

sible relationships between nouns and verbs when343

their accuracy in identifying appropriate nouns sur-344

passes the chance level, having the cutoff as 70%345

at my discretion. To select attention heads that can346

process the semantic plausibility regardless of the347

syntactic dependency relation between the noun348

and the verb, I consider attention heads whose ac-349

curacies are greater than 70% in both noun types.350

With such criteria, eighteen attention heads are351

recognized to be able to process plausibility: [(0,352

1), (0, 5), (0, 10), (1, 5), (1, 6), (1, 11), (3, 0), (4,353

3), (4, 4), (4, 10), (5, 10), (5, 11), (6, 6), (7, 1), (7,354

9), (8, 3), (8, 10), (9, 4), (10, 7)], where the first355

numbers refer to indexes of layers and the second356

refer to indexes of heads (i.e., (i, j) refers to the jth357

head in the ith layer.)) Among the attention heads358

that are found to process semantic plausibility, two359

attention heads - (1, 6) and (5, 10) - especially360

show noteworthy performance in detecting plau-361

sible, achieving 95% of accuracy. Please refer to362

Appendix B to see the values from each head.363

4.3 Discussion364

This section showed that a set of attention heads365

are particularly good at processing semantic plausi-366

bility between nouns and verbs. Such plausibility367

processing ability seems independent of their abil-368

ity to process syntactic dependencies since their369

ability to process plausibility is not limited to pro-370

cessing syntactic dependents of verbs, but it is also371

applicable to distractors that do not form any syn-372

tactic dependencies with verbs.373

Unlike attention heads specialized for processing374

a certain syntactic relation and superficial linguistic375

information such as word position or word rarity is376

clustered in a relatively small region (Voita et al.,377

2019), it seems that the components that process se-378

mantic plausibility are relatively evenly distributed379

across twelve layers and take up an even greater re-380

gion: 18 attention heads out of 144 attention heads381

in the GPT2-small model. In the next section, it382

will be discussed how these plausibility-processing383

attention heads collectively exert causal effects on384

GPT2’s plausibility-processing ability.385

5 Causal effects of plausibility-processing 386

attention heads on GPT2’s plausibility 387

sensitivity 388

In the previous experiment, attention heads capa- 389

ble of detecting plausible relations between nouns 390

and verbs are found. The present section will ex- 391

amine how such attention heads make causal influ- 392

ence on GPT2’s sensitivity to plausibility between 393

nouns and verbs. In particular, I attempt to an- 394

swer two questions: (i) How GPT2’s responses 395

to plausible/implausible verb-noun pairs change 396

when plausibility-processing attention heads are 397

removed? and (ii) How does GPT2’s plausibility- 398

sensitivity change as attention heads are gradually 399

pruned? 400

5.1 Influence of a set of plausibility-processing 401

heads to plausibility sensitivity 402

In this study, I examine how GPT2’s responses 403

to plausible and implausible noun-verb relations 404

change when the plausibility-processing heads are 405

removed. 406

5.1.1 Method 407

Surprisals are computed from two models: i) GPT2 408

without plausibility-processing heads and ii) GPT2 409

after removing the same number of attention heads 410

as i), but the heads to prune selected randomly. I 411

included the random-removal model to see whether 412

the disappearance of the plausibility sensitivity in 413

GPT2 is simply attributed to taking away some 414

part of the information in GPT2, or it is caused 415

by specifically removing plausibility processors. 416

In order for reliability, we used 100 different ran- 417

dom attention head sets for ii), and computed the 418

average of surprisals from the 100 models. 419

Attention heads were pruned by replacing at- 420

tention values with zeros, following Michel et al. 421

(2019). 422

5.1.2 Results 423

When removing the plausibility processing atten- 424

tion heads (left in Figure 2), no plausibility effects 425

are found for syntactic dependents (estimate = .77, 426

SE = .53, t = 1.43, p = .15) and for distractors (esti- 427

mate = .71, SE = .54, t = 1.32, p = .19). Also, no 428

interaction effects are found (estimate = 0.06, SE = 429

0.76, t = 0.08, p = 0.94) 430

Importantly, such a decrease is not the effect that 431

is caused by simply removing some random compo- 432

nents in GPT2. When randomly selected eight-teen 433

attention heads are pruned (right in Figure 2), the 434
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Figure 2: Surprisals computed from GPT2s after remov-
ing different sets of attention heads and reaction times
from human subjects for processing different types of
noun-verb pairs.

GPT2 model better simulates human responses in435

processing plausibility. In this case, the significant436

plausibility effects are observed both in syntactic437

dependents (estimate = 2.40, SE = .69, t = 3.46, p438

< .001 ) and in distractors (estimate = 1.70, SE =439

.69, t = 2.45, p < .05), although interaction effects440

are not found as well (estimate = 0.73, SE = 0.98, t441

= 0.75 p = 0.46).442

5.2 Gradual changes in GPT2’s plausibility443

sensitivity as attention heads are pruned444

The previous section examined how the set of445

plausibility-processing attention heads influences446

GPT2’s responses to plausible or implausible noun-447

verb relations. Though it was shown that plausi-448

bility processing attention heads collectively con-449

tribute to GPT2’s ability to process plausibility450

unlike other sets of attention heads, it is unan-451

swered how individual attention heads contribute452

to GPT2’s plausibility-processing ability. Do they453

have balanced contributions to GPT2’s ability to454

process plausibility? Or, is it that only a small455

set of plausibility-processing attention heads ac-456

count for most of the plausibility-processing ability457

of GPT2? In order to answer these questions, the458

following experiment investigates how GPT2’s gen-459

eral sensitivity to plausibility gradually changes as460

attention heads are pruned one by one.461

5.2.1 Method462

This study operationalizes GPT2’s plausibility sen-463

sitivity as the difference in surprisals measured at464

the verbs of interest (‘shattered’ in (2)) in sentences465

with plausible nouns and in ones with implausible466

nouns as shown in Equation (C). 467

Plausibility Sensitivity =

surprisalimpl(verb)− surprisalpl(verb)
(C) 468

, where surprisalpl(verb) and surprisalimpl(verb) 469

refer to surprisals measured at the verb in a sen- 470

tence with a plausible noun and in a sentence with 471

an implausible noun, respectively. 472

I computed two plausibility sensitivities: one 473

that compares surprisals at verbs when having plau- 474

sible syntactic dependents of verbs in sentences and 475

having implausible syntactic dependents ({(c)+(d)} 476

- {(a)+(b)}) and the other that compares surprisals 477

when having plausible distractors of verbs and im- 478

plausible distractors ({(b)+(d)} - {(a)+(c)}). 479

Both types of plausibility sensitivities are mea- 480

sured at each point after gradually removing a plau- 481

sibility processing attention head one by one. 482

Attention heads were pruned in decreasing order 483

of their accuracies5 in detecting plausible nouns 484

over implausible nouns. 485

5.2.2 Results 486

Figure 3 plots how the plausibility sensitivities 487

for both types of noun-verb relations change as 488

plausibility-processing attention heads are removed 489

gradually. 490

When it comes to the plausibility sensitivity for 491

distractors, the changes seem to be continuous. 492

Such patterns suggest that the set of plausibility 493

processing attention heads make a collective contri- 494

bution to plausibility effects for distractors. Such 495

collective contribution that plausibility processing 496

attention heads make is especially supported by the 497

fact that the gradual decrease in plausibility sen- 498

sitivity over the course of removing 18 attention 499

heads eventually led to the elimination of the statis- 500

tically significant plausibility effects for distractors 501

as observed in Section 5.1. 502

In contrast, the sensitivity to plausibility for the 503

relation between syntactic dependents and verbs 504

shows a drastic decrease upon the removal of the 505

attention head (0, 10). The effect from the removal 506

of the head (0, 10) shows that this particular head 507

exerts a huge amount of causal effects on GPT2’s 508

general sensitivity to plausible relations between 509

syntactic subjects and verbs6. Figure 4 confirms 510

that the head (0, 10) causes a huge amount of causal 511

5I used the average values of accuracies for dependents
and for distractors that were computed in Section 3.

6The drastic drop after the removal of the head (0, 10) was
also found when attention heads are removed in random order.
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Figure 3: Changes in plausibility sensitivity by noun types as attention heads are gradually pruned. X-axis indicates
plausibility-processing attention heads that are pruned at a certain point.

contribution on GPT2’s plausibility processing abil-512

ity since it reduces the difference in surprisals be-513

tween plausible conditions and implausible condi-514

tions, though it does not alone eliminate the signifi-515

cance in plausible effects for syntactic dependents516

(estimate = 1.29, SE = 0.61, t = 2.10, p < .05) or517

for distractors (estimate = 1.40, SE = 0.61, t = 2.29,518

p < .05).519

Figure 4: Surprisals by conditions computed with the
GPT2 without a single attention head (0, 10)

One additional interesting finding is that the gen-520

eral level of surprisals upon the removal of the at-521

tention head (0, 10) increases considerably regard-522

less of the condition. For instance, the removal of523

the single attention head (0, 10) increases surprisals524

by 2.79 bits on average across the four conditions,525

which seems to be huge given that the randomly526

selected 18 attention heads only led to the 1.89527

bits of increase. Such trends indicate one possi-528

ble explanation of the role of the head (0, 10): it529

contributes to GPT2’s general ability to predict the530

next word, and such impact arises in any sentence,531

not only in the sentences that require plausibility-532

processing. In the next section, further analysis533

on the role of the attention head (0, 10) will be534

provided to address such a possibility. 535

5.3 Further analysis on the role of the 536

attention head (0, 10) 537

To better understand the origin of GPT2’s plausi- 538

bility processing ability, the present study aims to 539

further examine the role of (0, 10) that make great 540

contribution to plausibility sensitivity in GPT2 . In 541

particular, I examine whether the (0, 10) is only 542

specialized for semantic plausibility or is responsi- 543

ble for predicting next words in general sentences 544

which leads to influence plausibility processing. 545

5.3.1 Method 546

Perplexity in Equation (D) is the average value of 547

surprisals computed from every tokens in corpus, 548

which can be used to estimate the predictive power 549

of language models in predicting next words given 550

preceding context (Goodkind and Bicknell, 2018). 551

Perplexity(LM) =
1

M

m∑
i=1

log2P (wi|h) (D) 552

, where i is the index of words, m is the number 553

of words in corpus, and h refers to the softmax- 554

activated hidden state of the preceding context. 555

To examine how the general predictive power 556

gets affected by the removal of the head (0, 10) in 557

comparison with the removal of other heads, I com- 558

puted the perplexities of GPT2 after removing each 559

of 144 attention heads and compared those values. 560

Andersen (1855)’s “The Money Box” story which 561

has 41 sentences was used to compute perplexities. 562

5.3.2 Results 563

The perplexity of GPT2 with the entire set of at- 564

tention heads was 5.47. In most of the cases, the 565

removal of a single head does not seem to consider- 566

ably affect GPT2’s perplexity, since the perplexity 567

7



Figure 5: Histogram of 144 perplexities of GPT2 after
removing single attention head

remains to be in a similar range after the removal568

as shown in Figure 57. However, it is clear that569

the removal of the head (0, 10) seriously harms570

the general predictive power of GPT2 because the571

perplexity becomes 7.27 after removing it, which is572

much greater compared to the most of other atten-573

tion heads. This suggests that the head having the574

greatest influence on GPT2’s plausibility process-575

ing ability is not specifically specialized for plau-576

sibility processing, but rather the attention head577

contributes to the general predictive power of any578

kind of sentence.579

5.4 Discussion580

Results of this section suggest plausibility process-581

ing in GPT2 requires a collective contribution from582

a large set of plausibility processing attention heads,583

given that plausibility sensitivity decreases contin-584

uously as attention heads are gradually pruned.585

At the same time, however, it was also shown586

that the amount of causal effects that each attention587

head makes are highly imbalanced because the at-588

tention head (0, 10), which contributes to GPT2’s589

general predictive power, leads to a much more590

drastic decrease in plausibility sensitivity for depen-591

dents than other heads. Taken together, although a592

single attention head can account for a great por-593

tion of the plausibility effects, other plausibility-594

processing attention heads make an additional con-595

tribution to GPT2’s plausibility-processing ability.596

Interestingly, the head (0, 10) did not achieve597

noteworthy performance in detecting plausible598

7For 95% of attention heads, the perplexities change by
less than 0.1 bit after the removal.

nouns over implausible nouns in Section 4. This 599

suggests that analyzing the causal effects each at- 600

tention head makes is indispensable to understand- 601

ing the role that attention heads serve, provided that 602

the performance that each attention head shows in 603

processing particular linguistic information does 604

not necessarily lead to the eventual contribution to 605

the model’s performance in processing the specific 606

information. 607

In addition, how the plausibility-processing at- 608

tention heads affect Transformers’ general ability 609

needs to be investigated in relation to other atten- 610

tion heads. This is especially the case given the 611

results showing that the way plausibility sensitivity 612

decreases as attention heads are pruned depending 613

on the relation types that nouns have (i.e., syntactic 614

dependents or distractors). 615

6 Conclusion & Limitations 616

The present study has shown how semantic plausi- 617

bility is processed in Transformer language models, 618

especially focusing on the role of attention heads. 619

First, I demonstrated that GPT2, whose decoder- 620

only architecture is more aligned with the way hu- 621

mans process sentences, shows greater similarity 622

to humans in plausibility processing compared to 623

other models. Then, a set of experiments showed a 624

number of attention heads, which are diffusely dis- 625

tributed across 12 layers in GPT2, contribute to the 626

model’s sensitivity to plausible relations between 627

nouns and verbs. Moreover, it was observed that 628

they make imbalanced but collective causal con- 629

tributions to GPT2’ plausibility-processing ability, 630

which establishes the importance of causal effect 631

analysis in attention-head-probing studies. 632

Although the results provide a window into how 633

Transformers process semantic knowledge of plau- 634

sibility, this study has a few limitations. First, the 635

scope of the study is restricted to the plausibility of 636

noun-verb relations although there exist many dif- 637

ferent types of semantic knowledge. For generaliz- 638

ability, the scope of the study needs to be extended. 639

Also, it does not explain how attention heads inter- 640

act with other components, such as hidden states 641

in different layers or multi-layer perceptrons, in 642

plausibility processing. Such information would 643

be crucial to deepen our understanding of the roles 644

of plausibility processing attention heads since it 645

could explain the mechanism of how the attention 646

heads contribute to Transformers’ ability to process 647

plausibility. 648
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Table 1: Statistical analysis on plausibility effects in human and Transformer-based language models.

Human BERT RoBERTa ALBERT GPT2
Difficulty measurement reading times surprisals

estimate .11 1.10 4.11 .55 4.81
Plausibility effects SE .01 1.38 1.83 1.77 .84

(syntactic dependents) t 9.26 .78 2.24 .31 4.86
p <.001 .44 <.05 .76 <.001

estimate .04 1.03 .06 .87 1.57
Plausibility effects SE .13 1.38 1.83 1.77 .84

(distractors) t 2.85 .75 .03 .49 1.87
p <.05 .46 .97 .62 < .10

estimate .02 .17 .76 .11 .89
Interaction effects SE .01 1.95 2.59 2.50 1.19

( dependents × distractors) t 2.29 .09 .29 .04 .75
p <.05 .93 .77 .96 .46

A Statistical analysis on plausibility812

effects813

In order for quantitative analysis on how well814

Transformer language models simulate plausibil-815

ity effects found in human data (Cunnings and816

Sturt, 2018), linear regression models for language817

model data were fit with the following equation:818

surprisal ∼819

subject_plausibility ∗ distractor_plausibility.820

The results are shown in Table 1. Results for821

human data are from Cunnings and Sturt (2018).822

B Scores for detecting the plausible823

noun-verb relations by attention heads824

The performance of attention heads in selecting825

the plausible nouns in relation with verbs over the826

implausible ones was measured in terms of accu-827

racy in the main text. The details of the method are828

provided in Section 4.829

In addition to accuracy, I also computed atten-830

tion differences which indicate how much more831

attention values plausible nouns get compared to832

implausible nouns (See Equation (E)). The atten-833

tion differences obtained from all attention heads834

are shown in Figure 6.835

Attention Differencelh =

k∑
j=1

[Attn(plj , vj)−Attn(implj , vj)]
(E)836

,where lh refers to the location of attention heads837

(hth head in the lth layer), j refers to the sentence id,838

plj and implj refer to the plausible and implausible 839

nouns to be compared in the jth sentence set, vj 840

refers to the verb in the jth sentence, and k is the 841

number of sentence sets. 842

Metrics were computed two times: one by com- 843

paring plausible syntactic dependents and implau- 844

sible syntactic dependents, and the other by com- 845

paring plausible distractors and implausible distrac- 846

tors. 847

C Changes in surprisal values as 848

attention heads are gradually pruned 849

In Section 5.2, it was observed how the plausibility 850

sensitivity changes as the plausibility-processing 851

attention heads are gradually pruned. To provide 852

additional information, this section shows how the 853

surprisals for each condition change along with the 854

gradual head-pruning process. 855

Surprisals were computed at the verb for each 856

sentence in Cunnings and Sturt (2018)’s experimen- 857

tal data. The metrics were computed multiple times 858

after removing one of the plausibility-processing 859

attention heads. The computed surprisal values 860

were then averaged by conditions. The plot that 861

shows how surprisal values change by conditions 862

is given in Figure 7. 863
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(a) Accuracy

(b) Attention Difference

Figure 6: Accuracy and attention difference by attention heads. Attention heads annotated with bold-yellow showed
accuracy greater than 0.70 in both subjects-comparison and distractors-comparison and thus considered to be
specialized for plausibility processing; Attention heads annotated with non-bold-yellow are the ones that showed
accuracy greater than 0.70 only for the corresponding condition; Attention heads annotated with black are found to
be insensitive to plausibility (accuracies are less than 0.7 for both noun types).
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Figure 7: Changes in surprisals by conditions as attention heads are gradually pruned. X-axis indicates plausibility
processing attention heads that are pruned at a certain point. Attention heads were removed in decreasing order of
accuracies in selecting plausible nouns over implausible nouns.
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